
92.7 BIG FM MUMBAI ANNOUNCES THE CITY WINNER OF BENADRYL BIG GOLDEN VOICE 

SEASON 6 

 

~Mamta Sharma & Ramji Gulati judged the top 5 contestants and announced Swarjit Singh as the winner 

for Mumbai~ 

 

~Swarjit Singh will battle with the other city winners in the finale for the National winning title~ 

 

Mumbai, December XX, 2018: 92.7 BIG FM, one of India's largest radio networks announced the 6th 

season of the most coveted on-air singing talent hunt Benadryl Big Golden Voice over a month ago. The 

property is gradually drawing closer to finding the next singing sensation as the radio station hosted the 

city finale to select the top finalists who will compete nationally for the winning title. While renowned 

singer Sonu Nigam is the national judge who will also be mentoring the finalists, ‘Dabang’ singer-

Mamta Sharma and playback singer Ramji Gulati were the judges for Mumbai.  After carefully 

evaluating the performances by all the contestants, Swarjit Singh was selected as the city winner.  

Speaking about the finale and judging the participants from Mumbai, singer Mamta Sharma said, "We 

had a difficult time selecting the top 5 from the host of talented participants that we had in Mumbai for 

Benadryl BIG Golden Voice Season. I must say, all the top contestants have unique and soulful voice. They 

all are individually different in their own way and it was pretty difficult to choose one among them as the 

winner from Mumbai to compete in the finale." 

Speaking about the city finale and being the judge for Mumbai, playback singer Ramji Gulati said, 

"Benadryl BIG Golden Voice is a singing talent hunt where the decision to select the singers is based 

solely on their vocals and that gives this show on 92.7 BIG FM an edge over the others. It is a good 

opportunity by Benadryl BIG Golden Voice to have given this platform for aspiring singers to showcase 

their talent. I would like to mention that no matter who wins the title, I think these guys are already 

winners as it is because of your unique voice and talent that you have reached this stage. They have 

talent and versaitily which will definitely help them outshine in the future." 

Sharing his experience about winning the city finale, Swarjit Singh said, "It is quite overwhelming to be 

among the top 5 finalists from Mumbai and eventually being the winner from Mumbai.  The competition 

was really tough as everyone was good. I was afraid and nervous but I tried and gave my best. I am 

excited to represent Mumbai in the finale and perform in front of Sonu Nigamji who is the national 

judge. It had been a great experience so far being a part of Benadryl BIG Golden Voice Season 6." 

The participants showcased immense enthusiasm and energy in their performances while fighting for 

the title. Hosted by BIG MJ Dilip, the event also witnessed judges encouraging the contestants by 

sharing some tips and boosting their morale. The show invited participation across the country, urging 

people to come forward and showcase their talent. The participants were selected through multiple 

rounds which was followed by the selection of top 5 contestants across each city. The top 5 contestants 

further battled in the city finale round to win the city winner title. The winners across cities will now 

compete in the grand finale which will be judged by singer Sonu Nigam and the most deserved one will 

be crowned as the ultimate winner of season 6. 
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